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Chapter Outline: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About the book: 

 

This is a fictional depiction and is a collaboration of the 

Samaritan Text, the Bible, Egyptian Mythology, Aruba religion, 

The Emerald Tablets, and the former Earth’s Eastern Religions. 

The year is 2354 in Earth years. The place is the planet Saturn 

within the galaxy known as the milky way. Most of the elite 

humans have migrated from earth to Mars or to Saturn and are co 

habituating with other solar beings and artificial intelligence 

instances. The former Earth is now a training ground for 

intergalactic wrestlers.   

 

These solar beings, originally came to the galaxy, seeking to 

share their insights of the cosmos with humans and then they 

embedded their DNA within the original Homo Erectus, who was 

Nubian.  iVision Dynamics later digs deep into the cradle of 

civilization, on earth as we know it.  To extract the DNA of the 

“Kushite’s, and the Kemet’s. Because of their superior 

physiological and Metaphysical abilities. 

 

Our heroes, Wrestle Fest lead by Coffee, are later enlisted to 

fight an onslaught of dubious protagonists. Who are led by Satan. 

The arch enemy “Lucifer, enlists the help of every villain or being 

who has ever been in opposition to the Most-High.  

 

Anyone who has opposed God, has now been enrolled in 

Satan’s plot to take over the Cosmos. Lucifer has also deceived 

and engaged many of the people of God, to fight against God, in a 

scheme to take over time, itself.  

 



 

The Wrestle Fest team losses the battle for time, and is 

defeated by the protagonists, (RED). The protagonists are then 

ultimately overcome and are defeated, by the Most-high, who is, 

The Lord Jesus Christ, (Jeshua, Isa). In a prophetic battle known 

as, Wrestle Fest Armageddon.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Main Characters:  

 

Protagonist – Wrestle Fest Team. Coffee, Wrestle Fest Team 

Leader, Steal Coffees Brother, Fury, etc.  

Anu – Leader of the Anunnaki 

Antagonist - Guard – (Guardians United Against, 

Reptosapien Dynasty).  

Red – (Reptosapien Dynasty). King, Red Leader, 

Enki – son of Anu.  

iVision Dynamics – Corporation whose lines of business are 

Cryogenics, Time Travel Tours, DNA Manipulation.  

Thoth – Writer of the Emerald Tablets. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About the Author:   

Having grown up in the great city of Chicago, LeMay spent a 

lot of time as a teenager on Michigan Avenue; the Magnificent 

Mile. The energy that LeMay drew from the environment as a 

young man, was very beneficial to him. LeMay spent many days 

at the Art Institute of Chicago and also freelancing as a fashion 

illustrator. His work was greatly influenced by the great Stan 

Lee, (REX), Craig Perry and (WAK), Kevin Williams. 

In those days, most summers LeMay spent his time working 

for various Art Galleries along Michigan Avenue, when he wasn’t 

busy listening to Frankie Knuckles House music. It was great 

exposure for a kid from the South Side of Chicago. These 

experiences helped to shape his psyche and also helped him to 

crystallize his perceptions about life and to develop a personal 

plan for his life.  

The author LeMay has worked in the psychological sciences, 

technology and in multi-media arenas. Consequently, LeMay has 

developed an eye for fine art. And has also attained professional 

certifications in Enterprise Computer Systems Engineering and 

design.  

Which was culminated over 20 years, in while working in 

information technology. Where he flourished as an Enterprise 

Information Technology Engineer, and as Senior Citrix Design 

Engineer. In medical, financial and technology training and 

development sectors.  

 



 

The author’s interest and love for the arts was initially 

sparked by his grandmother and by his mother. And 

consequently throughout his life he has always tried to find a 

way to balance his love for God, his family and his work.  

As a child, LeMay was frequently very ill with asthma. And as 

a tool to keep him preoccupied, his mother would give him 

pencils and paper to draw with, while he was in the oxygen tents 

in those days.  

LeMay’s mother introduced him to fine arts by bringing 

various art centered literature into their home. Which introduced 

him to authors and artists like Raphael, Michelangelo, Da Vinci, 

Gordon Parks, James Baldwin, Langston Hughes and W. E. B. 

Dubois.     

Later, while serving in the United States Navy, LeMay was able 

to explore photography and became trained as a Naval 

photographer. Upon completing his enlistment and being 

honorably discharged from the U.S. Navy, LeMay began to focus 

on flourishing in the arts, while studying and working as a 

freelance wedding photographer.  

 LeMay’s second divorce presented him with a unique 

opportunity. And that was to refocus on his love for the arts and to 

find a measure of healing and therapy for himself through his 

media and writing. Which lead to the writing and self-publishing of 

his first novel, ‘The Work Around’. (A blue print for men to avoid 

divorce).   

 



 

The author’s vision for the publishing of, ‘The Work Around 

and subsequent media, is that the media will be beneficial to 

readers who may find themselves in a traumatic and life 

impacting situations, and how to respond adversity, accordingly. 

Such as the main character, Mitch May in the novels of the, 

Impossible Trilogy, does.   

LeMay has further developed and cultivated his mind and 

consecrated his spirit through the study of psychology, writing 

and independent publishing. As a result, LeMay has developed a 

multi-media conglomerate that is focused on disseminating 

provocative and thought provoking content on the subject of, 

Avoiding Divorce. For Black Men. In the forms of print, electronic 

and auditory media. 

LeMay hopes to be used a vessel to help to restore families 

and to prevent them from suffering the trauma of divorce. 

LeMay hopes to render quality content that is substantive and 

transformational. And that also offers a measure of healing and 

advice to those who may find themselves in precarious and 

challenging situations in life. Such as but not limited to divorce, 

the loss of income, incarceration, illness, the loss of a loved one, 

etc.  

Wrestle Fest Armageddon, marks the return of LeMay’s 

return to abstract writing and Art. Which has been long awaited 

and arrested development.  

 

 

 



 

Michael C. LeMay 

Artist / Author / Publisher  

 

LeMay Imagery Publishing 

lemayimagerypublishing.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Prelude:  

Our heroes, the “Wrestle Fest team, are all direct 

descendants of the Moors of Spain. Their DNA was extracted and 

used to build the ultimate fighting machine, the AACU. The 

(AACU). Autonomous Artificial Intelligence Combat Unit, which 

was initially developed to combat the Nazi regime, the Arian 

super solders. Our unsuspecting heroes, “Wrestle Fest team, are 

about to be catapulted into a world of chaos and mayhem.  

  

iVision Dynamics, is a corporation that’s in the business of 

DNA manipulation, Cryogenics, and Time Travel Tours. They were 

contracted to develop the AACU. But when WWII ceased the 

team was decommissioned. So, the team retired into their lives, 

as intergalactic wrestlers. iVision Dynamics corporation, is aware 

of the cosmically engineered powers that are inherent within the 

Nubian Asiatic homo erectus, develops the superior fighting units 

from the DNA of the original Asiatic homo erectus, who is Nubian 

and direct decedents of solar beings.    

 

These solar beings, originally came to the galaxy, seeking to 

share their insights of the cosmos with humans and then they 

embedded their DNA within the original Homo Erectus, who was 

Nubian.  iVision Dynamics later digs deep into the cradle of 

civilization, on earth as we know it.  To extract the DNA of the 

“Kushite’s, and the Kemet’s. Because of their superior 

physiological and Metaphysical abilities.  

 

 

 



 

Lucifer, with the help of RED, seek to control time, future 

states of consciousness and all of the cosmos. Satan believes that 

time is a substantial force to be controlled. God and GUARD, 

knows that time is an illusion. Satan, develops a plot with Dr. Eve, 

and the lead Professor of iVision, (Dr. Eichvonstien), to take over 

time. Then, they create “RED.  

 

RED, (Reptosapien, Extraterrestrial Dynasty), is the brain 

child of Lucifer, Dr. Eichtvonstien and Eve. Vigilantes, the most 

heinous galactic criminals and degenerates are enlisted into RED. 

Much like the Persian army of Xerses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In 1941, iVision Dynamics Corporation developed the original 

(AACU). Autonomous Artificial Intelligence Combat Unit. 

                                 Her name is Coffee. 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

                    Coffee 
Wrestle fest Team Lead 



 

 

iVision Dynamics Corporation was the brainchild of Professor 

Thomas Düsseldorf and Professor Davis LeMay. They developed 

an advanced autonomous weapons systems platform that 

incorporated advanced artificial intelligence with bio cybernetics. 

IVision Dynamics Corp., produced and marketed the first fully 

autonomous mobile combat unit in, 1942. iVision Dynamics 

Corporation had essentially produced the first generation, “trans-

human.  

 

In the same year, iVision Dynamics Corporation also developed 

the first ever Cryogenics and DNA extraction and manipulation 

technologies platform. 

 

 

 

 

    

 
 

Professor Thomas Düsseldorf 

iVision Dynamics 



 

Coffee was the initial AACU prototype. Her design was 

purchased by the U.S. Army during WWII, in an effort to aid the 

allied forces in combating the Nazi regime’s soldier’s strategy of 

hiding behind hedge rows in England and in Normandy.  

 

The Nazi soldiers would leverage the height and density of the 

hedge rows as coverage for protection by hiding behind them. 

The Nazi soldiers would essentially pick off the allied forces 

soldiers, like sitting ducks in a row. Coffee’s high jumping 

functionality was developed to address the Nazis strategy of 

hiding behind the hedge rows. 

 

Coffee’s superhuman strength was derived from her cosmic 

Nubian DNA. Which was extracted from the DNA of the ancient 

Moors of Spain. Her ancient Nubian cosmic DNA, gave Coffee the 

physical ability and mental acuity to formulate and perform 

complex attack strategies and evasive maneuvers intuitively and 

effectively.  

 

She was the perfect war machine. Agile and stealth with super 

intelligence and she was relentless on the battle field. Coffee’s 

supernatural mental powers and analytical skills aided her and 

gave her incredible critical thinking abilities. 

 

These inherent characteristics that were necessary in solving 

complex battlefield challenges were a result of her DNA being 

developed from the strands of the DNA of her ancient cosmic 

Nubian ancestors. The Moors of Spain.  

 

 



 

Coffee’s supernatural mental, physical powers and analytical 

skills aided her and gave her incredible meta physical and critical 

thinking abilities. These inherent characteristics that were 

necessary in solving complex battlefield challenges, were a result 

of her DNA being developed from the strands of the DNA of her 

ancient cosmic Nubian ancestors, the Moors of Spain.  

 

Coffee’s bio electrical anatomical and systems architecture 

design was patterned after the physiological characteristics that 

were extracted from the DNA of the original ancient Moors of 

Spain. Coffee’s ability to perform Naval and aviation navigation 

was also derived from her ancestors, the Moors of Spain. Who 

were celestial navigators, brilliant mathematicians, scientist, 

doctors and artisans.  And they created technology that cannot be 

explained by modern man. Such as, wireless electricity that was 

harnessed and transmitted to and from the pyramids across 

earth’s surface. 

 

Coffee was equipped with one other weapon. It is a robotic 

arm that when triggered by an opponent, would render 5 slaps to 

her opponent. The weapon was dubiously named the “pimp slap. 

 

The culmination of these abilities in Coffee afforded the allied 

forces the opportunity to gain the upper hand over the Germans 

during WWII. Coffees contribution to the war effort is similar to 

that of most black’s contributions in previous campaign’s that the 

United States has waged. In that the tide of the war was always 

changed, when blacks were allowed to serve and to contribute.  

 



 

The 54th regiment of the civil war and WWI to name a few. And 

now the “Tuskegee Airmen of WWII. Coffees name would go 

down in history as one of the greatest combat units ever.   

 

Now, having been decommissioned after the end of the war in 

1945, Coffee has settled into her new role as a decorated retired 

military veteran and as an immortal. However, Coffees leadership 

and fighting skills were enlisted again and put back to work in the 

capacity of the team leader of the “Wrestle Fest Team.  

 

The Wrestle Fest Team is an intergalactic wrestling team, who 

are members of the “Intergalactic Wrestling Federation. They 

travel galaxy to galaxy hosting intergalactic wrestling matches.    

 

                       

                  

 

            

           The Wrestle Fest Team  



 

Before the time when the earth’s surfaces had split and 

when the earth was one land mass, the creator, the Most-

High God Jehovah God sent the Anunnaki lead by Anu, to 

earth to mate with the women of the earth. And as a result, 

they created a super solar humans called, Nubians. 

 

                                

                        

          

     Anu  The Anunnaki Leader 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anunnaki


 

There was one Nubian that was created from the friction and the 

nucleur fusion and reactions of the rock formations from the volitale 

movements of the earth. His name is “Quake. His stomp would shake 

the universe and trigger galactic tsunamis. But Quake was mortal.  

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“Ray, the mummy gangster, was hired to join the Wrestle Fest 

team. Ray is a decendant of the Ancient Kemmett race. He was 

allowed to use his burial cloths as a weapon in the ring. Ray is also a 

hand gun cyber martial arts expert. 

 

 

 

   

                        Ray 



 

 The Nubians were physically and mentally stronger than 

any other humans. They were endowed with super natural 

meta physical powers and abilities. Their cosmic DNA afforded 

the Nubians the ability to create complex mathematical 

equations and scientific advancements.  

 

The ancient Nubians also used telepathic powers to 

communicate. At that time, humans walked and talked directly 

with the most-high God without the necessity to use physical 

appendages such as mouths. This was until Satan, a fallen 

angel tempted man into becoming separated and out of 

balance with the most-high God. But God in his infinite love for 

the children of God, the Nubian sent the Anunnaki led by Anu 

to assist them throughout the trials and terrors that that the 

Nubian, Gods children would face.  

 

God new that his children, the Nubian would be hated and 

despised because of their natural beauty, intelligence, physical 

attributes and their innate ability to maintain their own family 

structure, without the interference of their homo erectus 

cousins, the caucus erectus. Which were led by Satan and his 

fallen angels called the Nephilim. The caucus erectus were 

under the influence of Satan, from the beginning.  

 

Satan’s jealousy of God’s children, was manifested in his 

relentless determination to persecute and to buffet the children 

of God. But his attempts to hurt and to destroy the children of 

God, only made them stronger and they stayed together. God 

used Satan and the caucus erectus to perfect the Nubian race. 

 

 



 

But many of God’s children, believed the lies of Satan. And 

many of the children God fell by the way side, and no longer 

loved and worshiped God. But rather served themselves and 

gave themselves to murder and rape. As did their homo 

erectus cousins, the caucus erectus.  

 

As a result, Gods children’s the Nubian began to suffer great 

affliction and torment in the earth, and they were made slaves 

by their homo erectus cousins the caucus erectus. For God 

had to punish his beloved children, the Nubian. The caucus 

erectus allowed Satan to inhabit them. And they would often 

inhabit the bodies of humans to fight against the Nubian. 

Humans such as the slave masters, Adolph Hitler, J. Edgar 

Hoover and Donald Trump to name a few. 

 

But the Nubian would later gain their freedom. And God 

would send several deliverers throughout the ages in the form 

of Angels, to guide them throughout history. Such as Moses, 

Jesus The Christ, Abraham Lincoln Mahatma Gandhi, 

Muhamad, Elisha Muhamad, Haile Selassie, The Nobel Drew 

Ail, Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, Dr. Martin Luther King, Bob 

Marley, Rapheal Warnock, Brian Stephenson, Cory Booker, 

Khamala Harris, Barrack Obama and Red Fox, to name a few.  

 

Satan had lost the battle, but he still believed that he could 

win the war. So, he develops a scheme to over the one thing 

that man values the most. And that is, time. Satan devises a 

plan to take over time. Now, all he needs is a time machine. 

And he knows just were to look for one. And that is at iVision 

Dynamics Corporation.  

 



 

Professor Davis LeMay, was the founder of iVision 

Dynamics. Now his offspring were at the head of the 

corporation. Davis LeMay VI, had gone back in time to the civil 

war era, and has fallen in love with a slave woman. LeMay, 

now refuses to return to 2354, as he has fallen in love.  

 

Unbeknown to LeMays new wife, the slave woman in 1863, 

Professor Pepper Brown who is his wife in 2354 is one of the 

bio chemist who funded the time travel tours program. Pepper 

Brown is furious and wants revenge against Dr. LeMay. 

 
                     

                        

                  

 
 

 

     Professor Davis LeMay IV 



 

Davis develops the concept for the time machine with his then 

feince, Pepper Brown. LeMay and Brown established the time travel 

tour busines in 2350. The time travel concept was funded largley by 

Pepper Brown, and iVision Corporation. Now, LeMay has traveled 

back to 1863 and fallen in love with a slave girl who is on his 

grandmothers masters slave plantation. 

His wife Prepper Brown travels back to 1863 and discovers her 

husband with the slave girl, in his arms and kissing her. Pepper 

Brown is furious to learn of her husbands actions. 

Heartbroken and betrayed, Pepper Brown desires revenge against 

Davis. She is ripe for deception. The kind of deception that only 

Satan can render. She needs a way to get back at LeMay. The love 

that she had once felt for her husband Davis is gone. Now, only hate 

and discotent remain. She wants to destroy Davis and his work. 

Satan hath tempted her to do this evil. He has put a seed of 

murder and revenge in Peppers heart and in her mind. Now, Pepper 

She has gone insane at the vision of her husband with that hussy. 

She plans to kill LeMay and the slave girl. She plans to go back in 

time. But she knows that if she kills LeMay, it will cause a riple in 

time. She knows that if she kills him before he’s born it will cause a 

flux. To kill LeMay before he is born, would also nullify his works and 

inventions. Creation would never get to see the contributions that 

Davis has made. 

The cure for Cancer. The cure for Aids. The cure of prostate 

cancer. A cure for Asthma. The time travel machine and so many 

others inventions, would never be produced if she kills him, in the 

past, before he is born. She needs a way to manipulate time, itself.  

 



 

                 

     

             

It is Satan in his element with Eve. She is tempted. She has a 

soft spot that Satan is able to exploit. It is the spirit of vanity withing 

her. He uses her vanity to launch his plan to bring Dr. Eichtvonstien 

into his plot. The plot to build the “Reptosapien Dynasty.  

“Seduce your sugar daddy”. He say’s to Eve. “Make him bite 

the apple, and I will give you the world”.  It was the same temptation 

that he’d used thousands of years before, on Jesus. The pride of life. 

Which is the same tempation that he’d used on Donald Trump.  

            Professor Eve 



 

  

                 

 
 

Professor Eickvonstien and Brown both take the bait. And 

create a species, called “the Reptosapien to combat the powerful 

cosmic Nubians. In a plan to take over all time. And create a 

species, called “the Reptosapien to combat the powerful cosmic 

Nubians. In a plan to take over all time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Professor Erik Eichvonstien 



 

 

   
 

“King is the leader of and is the first of the blended human  

reptiles. The Reptosapien are a ruthless and an evil sort. Bent on 

the annihilation of all that have ever allied themselves with the 

most-high God. They want to destroy all who love God.  

 

Dr. Eickvonston then combines the DNA of the Reptosapien 

with the extraterrestrials from many different galaxies. The 

extraterrestrials are nomads that have no place of their own nor do 

they have their own anatomy. They are considered pseudo humans, 

as well. But Dr. Eickvonston loves his creations. He is their god. 

             King Reptosapien Leader 



 

“RED, (Repto Sapien Extraterrestrial Dynasty) is formed by Dr. 

Eickvonston and King in an effort to give the Reptosapien as sense 

of belonging and purpose. The Reptosapien have no beginning and 

culture to reference. Like the caucus erectus. They’re nomadic 

space travelers with no culture, home or roots. 

 

    

 

        
 

Meanwhile, Lucifer sees an opportunity. He slivers into 

Professor Eve’s and Brown’s minds and convinces them to 

create a formula that will turn humans into reptiles. Satan 

believes the powers that reptiles possess, is stronger than the 

Nubians, that he knows that he will face in attempting to take 

over all time. 

        Diamond Back            Vampress  



 

 
 

 “Fret not my child”. As he whispers in Professor Pepper 

Browns subconscious. Fret not my child. He whispers into her 

heart. “I love you and your work”. “I value your worth and your 

work”. “And I love you more than Davis LeMay” “You should kill 

him, for his betrayal”. 

 

She stood there inanimate. Black smoke and embers where 

spewing from her nostrils. Flames of red hot fire shot out from her 

eyes in a jet stream flame. Like a flame thrower gun. She is peering 

into the lab and at the spaces that they once shared together. The 

spaces that built together. The space where they had designed the 

time machine, together. 

      Professor Pepper Brown 



 

Now, it was all just a monument to the memories of the times 

when they were one and working on a common goal. A goal to 

build the first time travel tour business. They’d loved in those 

spaces. They’d toiled day and night over their dream. They’d 

invested together. They’d prayed together. The laid together. 

 

They’d planned to have a life together. And now it was all 

just a memory. Her lover had fallen for a slave girl, from another 

century. Now, in her mind it was a testament to nothing. It was a 

waste of time, in her mind now. In her mind now, it had all been 

built on lies and betrayal. In her mind, he was now her enemy. 

Now, in her mind, she wanted revenge. She wanted pay back. 

 

She’d given her life to their business. She’d given herself to 

him. She’d given all of her love to him. She’d given him the 

platform to grow into the status that he had. It had been all her 

doing, and all of her money and resources that were used to seed 

their business. 

 

But in her mind now, he’d wasted it all and betrayed her love 

and trust. He’d used her gifts for his own agenda. She was 

convinced now that she’d been a fool, all along. She believed that 

her lover had stolen her trade secrets, brand and trademarks. She 

was hell bent of revenge now. She was determined to pay him 

back. 

 

The only way to kill her husband Davis in the past and before 

he is born, is to undue time itself, which is to undo or kill God. Dr. 

Pepper is under the possession of the Devil. He’s convinced her 

that this is possible. She believes she can kill Davis and God. 

 



 

Now, Lucifer’s plot to lure Professor Pepper Brown into a 

scheme to take over, time has worked for him. And now, the stage 

was set. Satan’s plan to take over time was unfolding. And now he 

had the technology to do it, with the help of the Professors of 

iVision Dynamics. 

 

 

 

 
 

Lucifer now has strategy to get back at the most High-God, 

for helping his beloved children, the Nubians. Satan had tried since 

the creation of the children of God, to destroy them. Through 

slavery, diseases, poverty, through drugs, through divorce, through 

false religions and through the enterprise of the incarceration. 

                      Lucifer 



 

Satan knows that the only way to kill LeMay in the past, 

before he was born is to undo time itself. Which would be to undo 

or kill God. Dr. Pepper is under the possession of the Devil and 

believes that her plan of revenge against Davis LeMay, can be 

achieved by collaborating with Professor Eve and Professor 

Eichtvonstien. Satan hath convinced them that it is possible to undo 

time and to kill God. Now Lucifer had a team and a plan to undue 

the existence of God, and time itself.   

 

Lucifer realizes that he needs a leader to lead the nomads, the 

“Reptosapien. He finds that leadership in Xerses. King of Persia.   

 
 

 

         

                    Xerses 



 

Xerses needs a wife. So he borrows one of Satans witch wives Jezebel. 

Jezebel is the evilest woman to have ever lived. She loves Satan and she is 

immortal. Jezebel is pure evil and hates God and his children. She buys into 

the plot and wants to kill LeMay and God and undo time.  

 

                                     

                          

                                

                        
 

 

 

 

 

                      Jezebel 



 

Xerses realizes that he will need an attache of personal guards. So 

Satan assigns to him the feircest warriors none to man, in the bible days. 

They were, the Asyrians. Satan assigns an elite Cyber Asyrians guard as 

Xerses’s personal guard. The Asyrians brought fear to the children of Isreal. 

They were the perfect Cyber soilder, to fight against the children of God, the 

Nubian.  

                        

                                       

                                      

              

 
    

 

 

 

 

                Cyber Assyrian 



 

 

 

 As Satan plan is beginning to formalize, he realizes that he will need 

guidance in enslaving the Nubians. So he reanimates and then contract’s the 

help of  FW de Klerk and Willie Lynch. To train slave masters in the skill of 

enslaving the Nubians, and in developing a best pratice for maintaining their 

stronghold over Nubians.  Willie Lynch has been reanimated as, Adolph 

Hitler.  

              

                                
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

               Cyber FW de Klerk 



 

 

 

              

                                     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Cyber Willie Lynch 



 

Chapter 1: iVision’s Vision 
 

 It was a day like any other at the office and iVision’s 

production teams were as busy as they ever were before. Their 

industrious and creative sales force was driving the momentum for 

the increase in prodution. Their portfolio of customers wanting to 

go back into time had exceeded their demands for Chrogenic 

preservations services. Most of their sales analytics pointed to 

many of their customers wanting to back to visit their lost loves 

ones.  

 

 Profesor Pepper Brown, one the founders of iVision 

Dynamics was at the factory in her office reviewing some market 

anaylsis data that afternoon. While she surveyed the analytics she 

was also tuned into her favorite sports shows the Wrestlefest show 

was on. Coffee, the team lead was whopping ass as usual. “Whopp 

his ass”, she mumbles as Coffee puts down one appoinent after 

another. 

 

 iVision’s steller success has been afforded to them largely 

due to their technological advancements in the area of time travel.  

Which is one of their 3 primary lines of businss. Their time travel 

technology was developed by 3 physisist who are sisters, whose 

corporation is known as Soul Glow Systems. The 3 nobel prizing 

winning physists collaborated with Dr. Davis LeMay, who is the 

recipient of 7 genereations of egineers and scientist.  

 

Davis LeMay IIVand Peppers Brown’s marriage was a match 

made in heaven it seemed. They’d met in school and later founded 

the Kemittic Institue Sciences and Enginering, (KISE). Now the 

institute was gradutating engineers and post graduate degreed 

students comproble to the now ancient MIT.  



 

Pepper Brown had leveraged her practices success to become 

a major share holder in iVision Dynamics and she was globally 

recognized as the leadership of iVision Dynamics. Geo Physisists, 

Professor Thomas Deusselldorf was later brought in to collaborate 

with Dr. Davis LeMay IIV in the management of the corporation.   

 

 But it was Professor Pepper Brown’s efforts and ingenuity 

that was driving iVisions meteroric success. The institute and the 

corporations success and the brand was all to her credit. IVision 

Dynamics corporation was valued at 17 Trillion dollars while 

Pepper Brown’s net worth worth was some where near 800 billion 

dollars.   

 

 Sometimes Pepper Brown’s professional stature 

overshadowed her husbands. Dr. LeMay had learned to cope with 

wifes success in his own way and he was mindful of their image in 

the community as being a power couple who had it all together.  

 

 They were both role models, educators, authors and public 

speakers that were in high demand. Professor Davis LeMay IIV had 

developed tecniques for balanceing their life and their work styles 

that they’d both established. Later Dr. LeMay would have to lean 

on these skills as time went on.  

   

 “Whoop his Ass”! Shouted Pepper Brown as she took in the 

show. The Intergalactic Wrestling Federation’s Wrestle Fest was 

the most popular sports stream galaxy to galaxy. Coffee had 

become an overnight success having never lost a match. As usual 

Coffee was dishing out the beatdowns opponent after oppenent.  

 

 

 



 

 The Wrestlefest matches were a free style hand to hand fight 

to the last person standing competition. Most of the opponents that 

faced Coffee wouldn’t last 3 rounds. Sometimes when she really 

felt like putting on a show she’d toy with her opponent like a cat 

does with a mouse. This day was one of those days because her 

current oppenent was a direct descendant of the Dictator Donald 

Trump a 20th century demagog who help to reastablish the practice 

of racism and exclusion.  

 

 As Pepper Brown’s attention turned to the match she thought 

of how she’d grown to love Coffee not just for abilities but for the 

acheivements that she’d made during the infamous WWII which 

was fought on earth. Coffee’s contribution to the war effort change 

the tide of the war and afforded the allied forces to obtain the 

upperhand.  

 

Coffee delivers a punishing and disabling kick to the balls of 

the giant arian descendent rendering helpless to more of Coffee’s 

brutal punishement. He leans in and over into the pain in his groin 

and as he does he looks up just high enough to catch a glimpse of 

Coffees knee heading towards his face which lands directly into his 

nose forcing him to lean back up.  

 

With lightening speed Coffee recoils back the same leg and 

plants a classic drop kick into the chest of the giant that has now 

been reduced to weakling who’s legs are like noodles. He is 

pumeled out of the ring by the force of Coffees blow as the crowd 

goes wild. “Game over sucker”! Coffee shouts.  

 

 

 



 

As Pepper cheers Coffee on from across the cosmos, she 

remenists on the many video clips that she’d seen of Coffee 

charging the front lines of the Nazi’s and having broken through 

many of their lines of protection fortified from Hedge Rows. “How 

do you like that, mister superior race”? She says under her breath.  

 

 The connection with Coffee and Pepper Brown was much 

deeper than her admiration of her as a sports personality and as a 

decorated war hero. Pepper Brown was also the blood relative of 

one of the scientists who worked on the initial prototype for Coffee, 

who was the first Artificial Intelligence Autonomous Combat Unit, 

(AAICU). iVision Dynamics contracted Professor Shirlene Parks. 

who was a graduate of the ancient HBCU, Howard University.  

 

 In those days, 4 centuries before when African Americans 

weren’t allowed to participate in such endevours they could 

perform and function behind the scenes. Which was the case of 

Professor Parks. She developed the algorythims behind the 

technology that was used to incorporate the DNA of the ancient 

Moors of Spain into Coffee. 

 

 Working on Coffee’s prototype was an opportunity for 

Professor Shirlene Parks to shine as an entreprauner and as an 

African American. Proffessor Parks brokered the deal with the U.S. 

Army to build Coffee’s prototype. Yet, it wasn’t entirely her efforts 

that produced Coffeed. With the help Professor Davis LeMays 

developments in cloning and DNA manipulation techonologys, 

they were able to pull it off and simultaniously begin to live the 

life’s of the most powerful African American at that time.  

 

 



 

 Pepper Brown had poured all that she had into this one deal 

and it meant everthing to her. Her repuation was on the line and she 

spent every waking our focusing on manifesting the time travel tour 

division of iVision Dynamics with Davis LeMay. And now she’d 

done it. She’d achieved all of her goals and had the fairytale 

marriage as the icing on the cake.  

 

 Pepper Brown believed that her relationship in business and 

marriage was preordained by the universe itself. She’d referenced 

and leveraged the Acacia Fields data bases to substantiate her belief 

in the foundation and destiny of her marriage with Davis LeMay. 

She believed that it was all intentional and predestined and she 

believed that the bloodline between herself and Professor Shirlene 

Parks was all part of the plan of the Most High to ultimately 

defeat evil.  

 

 Truly the planets were aligned for me, Dr. Brown thought to 

herself. Truly she had the favor of the gods, she’d say to herself. 

She knew that was cut from royal cloth; she knew that was the of 

daughter of Pharoas. Her relintless pursuit of success was always 

resinent. She never quit; she never gave in. She was going to win 

no matter what and no matter what she had to do. Even it if meant 

removing breaking the rules she was going to do what she had to to 

make her visions and dreams manifest.  

  

 Pepper Brown had also been a powerful force in politically 

and legislatively. She’d lead a coalition and fostered bills in the 

former America that outlawed Xenophobia, Homophobia, 

Antisemitisim, Islamaphobia and hate crimes against extraterestials 

and cyber units also.  

 

 



 

 

 

Pepper Brown and her corporation Soul Glow, pushed for 

legislation to elemiate organized religion in the former planet earth. 

Humans and Extra Terestials now used the time that they would 

normally use to offer their worship in a traditional setting now used 

this time to invest in cultivating their indivual spiritual awareness 

in a method called, centering. 

 

Centering was a psycho spiritual practice adopted galaxy to 

galaxy. It was a way of oppening thought waves and channels in 

the brain to evoke the rising of the Kondelini and spiritual 

awareness. Centering was sort of a blend between the ancient Zen 

Budhist and ancient Christianity, with the ideals and teaching of 

Christ at the center.  

 

The participents would congregate at facilities that were 

constructed to simulate ancient pyramids; as the pyramids design 

afforded them enhanced bilateral access to the Eather, conduction 

of electromagnetics, sound waves and vibrations for physical 

healing and for purging bad and negative seeds of karhma within 

their subconcious. The centering facilities afforded the participents 

to be able to fully embrace the escoteric and metaphysical realms 

by opening their third eye and pineal glands and without the dogma 

and rigidness of formal religions. 

 

Much of this reformation in the former earth was triggered by 

the ancient Trump presidency in the 21st century. Which was an 

administration that facilitated the reestablishiment of the Nazi 

regime and the 4th reight. The Trump administration was also 

responsible for realesing the Corona virus in an effort retain his 



 

presidency. The virus reaked havoc on Nubian culture and all 

humans.  

 

The Trump administration was essentially the restablishment 

of legalized slavery and Donald J. Trump was Adolf Hitler 

reanimated to perform this. Trump’s virulent combination of ignorance, 

emotional instability, demagogy, solipsism and vindictiveness would do more than 

result in a failed presidency; it has lead to civil war and the dismantling of the GOP.  

 

And the Nubians overcame them all by the word of light and 

their love. Belt and Road was the new silk road for the ancient 

Chinese who allied themselves with people of color and later with 

the extrarestials in the earth to overthough the evil dictatoships that 

had plagued the U.S. since the middle passage, centuries before.  

 

Dr. was opperating from the perspective that I’d taken 

centuries to surpress the ambitions and sedate the minds of the 

Nubians with their perverted doctrines, so it would also take 

centuries to rewire people of color with positive and correct data 

fields through the use of techonogly ancient escoteric psyco 

spiritual awakening.  

 

During this season there were also dramatic changes in 

ancient Americas health care systems. Prior the civil wars of 2021 

the U.S. of America maintained a capatilist system and ideology for 

the management of health care. Which essentially was a way of 

controlling the weak and ill by allowing deseases and poor health to 

eliminate them.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Not only was this increadibly profitable for the capitalist is 

was also social Darminism at it’s finest. The Trump administration 

was close to eradicating the Nubian race and all brown people in 

the earth as Hilter had tried to but the ancient Nubians survived 

thrived and then capitalized on the valley that they found 

themselves under the rule of the Trump administration.  

 

It forces the brown people to galvanize and revolt against the 

evil Nazi by joining in the fight with all other inhabitants of the 

earth to fight against the evil regime. As a result the inhabitants of 

earth revolted against President Trump and the GOP and austed 

them in a cou and civil war. Which lead to the freedoms and liberty 

that humanity was enjoying and maintaining today four centuries 

later.  

 

 Now Pepper Brown had it all; all except one thing. She was 

barren. Pepper Brown could bear children. They’d tried for the last 

8 years yet time and time again they’d loose the baby within the 

first couple of months of conception.  

 

 Going through this ordeal over and over again was so taxing 

on their family emotionally so they finally decided to either adopt 

or create their own child through technology. Ultimately, creating a 

simulated life form with their DNA became their choice.  

 

  And as the decision to build a child rather than to continue 

trying became more and more acceptable to them the more it 

seemed that Davis had supprress his feelings of having his children 



 

the traditional way. The more that he’d contemplate it the more that 

his anxiety grew and grew.  

 

 Davis turned to his work, athletics and forms of martial arts to 

ease the pain and to counteract his discontent. But deep inside he 

know that who ever they created the child would never be the child 

that he and his wife longed to have. So for the sake of their brand 

and their fortune he burried the pain deep inside and masked it with 

distractions and preoccupations that he’d constantly create.  

But they never seemed to fill him completely only temporarly.   

 



 

         

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glossary: 

 
1 Akashic records – A compendium of all human events, thoughts, words, emotions, and 

intent ever to have occurred in the past, present, or future. (Library of vibrational energy. 

This energy contains information from the past, present, and future). 
2 Davis LeMay – 

3 Davis LeMay –IV 

4 Cyber Pharaoh - 

5 Thomas Dusseldorf – 

6 Time Travel Tools - Cube 

7 Reticular activating system - a diffuse network of nerve 

pathways in the brainstem connecting the spinal cord, 

cerebrum, and cerebellum, and mediating the overall level of 

consciousness. 

8 Zeta reticular –  

9 Monatomic Gold help with physical and mental energy very 

calming and balancing, strengthens the blood and heart, reduces 

infection, and boosts the immune. 

10 Space Time Medium –  

11 Quantum Spin –  



 

12 Retroactive Causality 

13 DNA - 

14 Layered Time – 

15 Genetic boosting – 

16 Parallel reality – 

17 Hyperloop – 

14)  Brain Chip – 

15) Exo Suit – 

16) AI conscious – 

17) Future reality – 

18) Reality Suit – 

19) Telepathy – Communicating without speaking. 

20) Teleportation – 

21) Time vacations – visit lost ones? 

22) Alternate dimensions 

23) Reptosapien – 

24) AACU, M, F, T 

25) AACUM 

26) AACUMF 

27) AACUMT 

28) Etheric Plane – Non Physical Plane of existence 

28) WWWII – 1939 – 1945 

29) GUARD – 

30) IGWF – Intergalactic Wrestling Federation 

31) Wrestle Fest – 

32) Armageddon – 

33) Dynasty – 

34) Reptosapien Dynasty – 

35) Wrestle Fest Armageddon – 

36) Professor Eric Eichtvonstien – 



 

37) Bio cybernetics 

38 Magnetic field – 

39 Magma -  
40 Pulsar 

41 Neutron Star 

42 Magnatar – 

43 Red Super Giant – 

44- Quantum Gate – 

45 – Future self  

46 – Space time continuim  

47 – Circular Vibration 

48 – Interstellar Portal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


